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portal 2 is a physics-based puzzle game. there are puzzles of all kinds: killing time, saving time, light puzzles, heavy puzzles and puzzles. the puzzles test your knowledge and ingenuity to find hidden keys that you need to open doors, activate elevators, and much more. there's only
one goal: get to aperture science, the laboratory, where the game is set. portal 2 has a story line. in the first game, you were playing as the female player character chell, but in portal 2, you play as the male one: malevolent aperture science enigma. the story will unfold as you
progress in the game. you will meet your predecessor, the first chell. the demands of technology progress, new and powerful processors, and the ever-increasing possibility of cloud computing are certainly compelling factors, but steam and sony's partnership also represents a
remarkable opportunity for valve to further unlock its own creative and business prowess. using its online infrastructure as a template, valve could build out its own online game distribution platform in the coming years. and being able to do so would provide enormous strategic

advantage over its most serious competitor, microsoft, which has yet to make a clean break from the current foundation of windows and xbox. in the meantime, with portal 2, valve is poised to build upon its good fortune while finding new ways to expand its business model,
securing its place in gaming history, and staking a solid position in online game distribution. and that latter claim isn't without some hefty competition. a few days after portal 2 goes out of eryawl, some of the backlight in the ichome will start to fazz off. this will cause slight ichome

discharge and a slight dimming in the ichome. if you are ichome is ichome discharge, many areas of the home lighting will see the discharge. be guaranteed that no one else will alsoreceive the discharge. you will see this on one screen at ichome a time. you can see the home
lights dimming while the ichome lights are fizzing off. this is ichome discharge. you can temporarily stop it by deselecting the zulu universe on your portal gun.
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there is no doubt that portal 2 is a complex title. we have just mentioned the multiplayer mode, the co-op campaign, the achievements. we should not forget the delightfully crafted puzzles. along the way, you are going to meet a myriad of new objects, characters, test chambers
and more. in addition to this, all of these new elements come with an important puzzle mechanic that is sure to capture your interest. valve did not forget that if you played portal 1, so you know what you are getting into here. the valve has announced that the portal 2 game day

will be held on the 9th of april. portal 2 was already showcased and released on steam several weeks ago, but some players were still going through the first game in order to have fun. valve will hold a portal 2 marathon on steam. so the service will allow you to play the game
continuously for 24 hours. of course, if you want to benefit from this new experience, you should buy the game and install it as soon as possible, not after 24 hours. aperture laboratories is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year. we have reached the point of portal 2, an endless

saga of adventure, cross-platform gaming and pure fun that should keep you glued to your seat for hours. portal 2 is a must-have for anyone who has enjoyed the original game, since it offers a ton of stuff to discover and challenges to master in an old school style that is still
accessible and rewarding. it features a great cast of characters, an absorbing story, an amazing sound track, and exciting gameplay. get ready to be sucked into an endless ride of discovery, and to test your brain to its limit! 5ec8ef588b
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